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2nd Nordic Investment Managers Forum, Luxembourg
Nordic investment specialists united again

On October 6th, the Nordic Investment Managers Forum in Luxembourg is taking place again: For
the second time, five leading asset managers from Scandinavia will come together to discuss
important market trends and investment topics with professional investors. The forum is organized
by Danske Invest, DNB Asset Management, East Capital, Origo and Sparinvest.
Agenda in line with investor needs
The Scandinavian investment managers all stand for flat hierarchies, which allow investors direct access to portfolio
managers and other decision-makers. They can thus expect an in-depth analysis of current investment topics, clear
statements and an open exchange of opinions with the five fund managers from the leading Nordic asset
management companies. The following topics are on the forum’s agenda:


Global outlook: China's slowdown
Kim Asger Olsen, Managing Partner at Origo, will point to an interesting issue: How will central banks
respond if China's slowdown influences the growth in the industrialized countries in a meaningful way.



Danish Mortgage Bonds: Safe haven and unique asset class
Stig Brammer, product specialist at Danske Invest, will explain the uniqueness of the Danish mortgage
bonds and why they are used as a safe haven.



Global Technology Equities: Strong, stable earning in a matured sector
Anders Tandberg-Johansen, fund manager and head of global technology at DNB Asset Management, will
analyze why the dominance of Tech-Giants on the stock market is justified.



Frontier Markets: Taking a wider view
Emre Akcakmak, fund manager Eastern Europe and global frontier markets at East Capital, will illustrate
how he finds value beyond the established universe in markets like Rwanda or Cambodia.



Quantitative Investing: The long term focus
David Bakkegaard Karsbøl, fund manager at Sparinvest, will elaborate on how the factors of quantitative
investing behave over time and how one might regard them as single investments that need to be
diversified and strategically managed.

Professional investors and journalists can register on the official website www.nimf.lu. In case of questions, please get
in touch with the following contact persons. You can also follow us on

Nordic Investment Managers Forum

